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Seamless Support for All Development Phases
DISCOVER
POSSIBILITIES
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EXPLORE
REFERENCE DESIGNS

Enter parameters of your application

Use online tools for testing

• Compare devices
• Evaluation boards
• Reference code examples

• Explore code
• Zero installation hassle
• Always up to date
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DEVELOP
A P P L I C AT I O N

DEPLOY TO
CUSTOM DESIGN

Download reference code and use classic
tooling

Optimize application for mass
production

• Develop and verify custom
application functionality
• Extend software framework
with additional functionality

• Retarget device pinout
• Verify system behavior
• Analyze power
consumption

Key advantages of cloud-based embedded development
Software as a Service

Software Updates

Data Analytics

Continuous Integration

Zero-installation
environments, already
setup by the provider.
Use multiple development
platforms with pre-built
example to test
performance.

Over-the-air (OTA)
programming offers
methods to provision and
update software of
devices that are already
in the field.

Monitor devices to spot
anomalies and collect
training data for ML
algorithms that can be
deployed to IoT
endpoints.

A server running
in the cloud contains
a tool environment with
simulation models and
settings specific
to your project.

Learn more » www.arm.com/blogs/blueprint/cloud-based-embedded-development
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Workflow for CI: Develop Application Code or Test Cases
Flexible workflows addresses the needs of every developer
Cloud flow with IDE in Browser

CI hosted in the Cloud

Classic Tools on Desktop (MDK, DS)

GitHub – Runners
Commit triggers GitHub
Actions that starts CI using
Arm Compiler for build
and/or Arm VHT for testing.

GitHub
Commit

Test Results
Hardware boards on your Desk

Develop Test cases Deploy to custom hardware
Arm Virtual
Hardware
Target

All environments generate
Event Log files for off-line analysis
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Evaluation Board

MPS3 with
FPGA image

Simulation

Target Hardware

Introducing Keil Studio Cloud
• Steps to get started with Keil Studio:
•
•
•
•

search for and find relevant examples for the NXP IMXRT1050-EVKB.
import and build an example project.
deploy the project to the target.
debug the application via the web browser.

• Example projects:
•
•
•

Import a Blinky example to get started.
Open a TFLu MicroSpeech application from GitHub.
Run an MQTT demo application connecting to AWS.

Please make sure to finish the pre-work first »
github.com/MDK-Packs/KeilStudioWorkshopDevSummit21
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Getting Started
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Key take-aways
In this part you will learn how to:
• Find and import a project from keil.arm.com.
• Use Keil Studio.

• Debug an application on target hardware connected to your PC.
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Go to keil.arm.com
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Click on Hardware
to find the board
pages
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In the search box,
enter “1050” and
then select the
EVKBIMXRT1050_MDK
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With the Blinky
project, click
Create project
to import it into Keil
Studio
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Use your credentials
to log in
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Choose an
appropriate project
name or accept the
prepopulated one
and click
Add Project
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Overview

Debug
Keil Studio Cloud flashing and
debug utilises Keil MDK
(CMSIS) flashing algorithms
and DS debugger RDDI layer.

Detection
Keil Studio device and debug
probe detection is undertaken
via listing and interrogation of
local devices via WebUSB.

Board and MCU data
Board and device data
is provided by Arm’s
ecosystem API and is
underpinned by
CMSIS and Mbed OS
data.

IDE
Built on the open
source Theia IDE for
desktop and
browser
deployment, and
incorporating the
Monaco editor.

Source control
Easy integration
with CI workflows
and source control
via git (best with
GitHub).
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Build
Keil Studio Cloud uses a
hosted build service, allowing
software to be built rapidly
using Arm Compiler 6 for
small, efficient binaries.

IntelliSense
Clangd is used to
generate the C/C++
IntelliSense for
autocompletion and
syntax hinting.

Runtime
Software components (from CMSISPacks) are configured and managed
through a hosted runtime
environment in Keil Studio Cloud,
and locally for Keil Studio desktop.

Project explorer
•

The project explorer is the control panel for
your projects and allows you to select the
active project (the project that will be
built/flashed etc)

•

You can also select the active project from
the context menu (right click)

•

The project explorer shows you errors and
warnings for your project

•

Target hardware (e.g. a development board,
custom hardware or MCU) can be selected,
but CPRJ format supports only one
compatible development board per project

•

Project outline shows you the logical outline
specified in the underlying project file,
including the software components used in
the project. Keil Studio Cloud uses the new
CPRJ format

•

Workspace lists your folders and files. A
user can choose to reveal hidden files (such
as workspace settings or project files that
are otherwise not visible)
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•

Manage software components launches a
panel showing the runtime environment for
your application (e.g. CMSIS APIs, software
components and associated settings). This is
read only in the initial release of Keil Studio
Cloud, with the ability to modify software
components coming soon

•

USB icon launches the ability for a supported
browser to pair with a development board
connected over USB. This launches a native
Chrome window to select

•

Build, run and debug the active project using
these controls. Options are enabled or
disabled based on the target hardware and
whether it is plugged in. You can also open
the serial window.

Target hardware
• Supported boards that are already
paired appear with a modal when
you plug the board in allowing you
to select it for the active project

• Warnings or information
(such as lack of compatibility)
are indicated by i
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•

Pair with a supported
board using the USB
icon and selecting
CMSIS-DAP

• Selecting the MCU icon allows you to
configure a custom target – shown
here is an example of the on-board
DAPLink device, but the ULINKplus
debug probe is also valid

• For CMSIS/CPRJ only the
compatible target will result in
a successful build/run/debug
operation

Connect your target
hardware to your PC
and observe how it is
automatically
detected
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CMSIS support
•

Support for the CMSIS framework is
currently limited to read-only, allowing
users to create pre-defined projects
based on a range of reference designs

•

Each project lists the required software
components which are supplied to the
IDE and build system by a cache of
CMSIS-Packs

•

A user can view the included software
components, configure them and view
documentation, but they cannot add or
remove software components (this will
be a next step)

•
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Dependencies of the
application are listed,
along with vendor,
variant and version

•

Components can be
expanded to view
documentation and
further details

•

Filter search through
components

Editor
•

Keil Studio is using the Monaco editor,
developed by Microsoft for VSCode

•

Code can be written with API hinting, syntax
support for C/C++ and linting (which can be
customised)

•

Hover over includes, functions, variables etc
in order to peek at their definition or docs.
Click through to open referenced files

•

Editor supports preview mode of markdown
for readme or other content

•

Editor minimap shows overall code structure

•

Loops and functions can be collapsed for
readability/clarity

•

Code can be refactored (e.g. expand macros)

•

In-file find and replace, and workspace-wide
search are supported

•

User can set preferences for editor (tabs,
spaces etc)
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Compiling projects
•

Compilation is intended to be simple in Keil
Studio Cloud – there is limited control over the
flags and settings for the compiler

•

We use a compiler service to build your project.
The project files and dependencies are sent to a
cloud based Arm Compiler 6, which returns a
binary to your browser

•

The default is to provide incremental builds, but
the dropdown next to the build icon can be used
to select clean builds

•

The binary can then be flashed to compatible
hardware targets, or downloaded (either use
drag + drop programming or a partner
programmer)

•

At the moment, the compiler flags are taken
from the CPRJ project file for CMSIS and are
predefined

•

Build output is displayed in the Output panel,
which passes the information from the build
system, including warnings and errors
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Use
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to build the
project

Use to download
and run the project.
The LED close to the
Ethernet connector
starts flashing.
Use the SW8 button
to change the
blinking frequency.
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Debug
•

Debugging a device directly from
the browser is a new feature in
the embedded software space.

•

Support is currently limited to
CMSIS-DAP v2 and ST-Link
devices

•

Debug is intended to be simple –
run control debug that allows a
developer to step through code
and gain a better understanding
of program execution. We will
gradually enhance debug and
introduce new features
incrementally

•

You can set breakpoints in the UI
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Set breakpoints and enter debug
• Open main.c by clicking on it
• Go to line 61 and set a breakpoint by clicking in the free area left of the line number:

• Open Blinky.c and set a breakpoint at line 45:

• Use the button to start a debug session
• The program is being flashed, and the debug view is entered
25
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Program execution stops at ‘main’
Use the debug controls to run/step through the program:
Press SW8 while the program executes, observe how the breakpoint is hit
Next time the breakpoint is hit, use the Step into button to examine the operation of
vioSetSignal
Use the Step out button to go back some levels of hierarchy
Run the program and press SW8
Expand Variables – Local and observe the values of last and state
Check the entries in Variables – Registers and then step to see the changed R15 (PC)
Go to Breakpoints and disable the one for vioInit (main.c, line 61)
Run the program and press SW8
Exit the debug mode
© 2021 Arm

Stop debug

Reset

Step out

Step into

Step over

•
•
•
•

Run

Enter debug mode

Using Memory Inspector
• In Blinky.c add:
•
•

At line 31: int blinkcount = 0;
At line 56: blinkcount++;

• Set a breakpoint at line 56, build, and run the project.
• Once stopped, go to Variables – Globals – Blinky.c and right-click
on blinkcount. Select Show variable in memory inspector:

• Click on the 03 in the data field and enter a new value. Run the project and observe the
change.
27
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Advanced examples:
TFLu Micro-speech
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Key take-aways
In this part you will learn how to:
• Import a project from GitHub.
• Use Keil Studio features to work with your GitHub repo.

• Check printf debug output on the serial window.
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Go to
github.com/KeilChris/TFLmicrospeech
and use
to create a fork in your
own GitHub profile
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In the
TFLmicrospeech
repo in your GitHub
profile, press
to import the
project into Keil
Studio
31
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Alternatively, you
can use
File – Import
Project… in Keil
Studio to open the
example

Source control
•

Comprehensive source control
integration allows you to carry out most
common git actions directly from the
IDE, allowing you to take advantage of
GitHub integrations and actions

•

Projects are not under version control by
default unless they are imported into
the workspace. You can choose to keep
them under version control

•

Track changes to files and see their
status reflected in the workspace

•

Commit changes with commit messages

•

Switch branches

•

Compare files between branches or
commits

•

View the history of a repository or file

•

Create a new repository and publish
committed code to GitHub
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The Serial Monitor
(here:
MIMXRT1052DVL6B)
shows the output of
the application.
Say yes or no to the
microphone located
at P1 on the board.
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Make sure that the
baud rate of the
serial window is set
to 115200:

Advanced examples:
AWS MQTT
Using CMSIS-Packs from AWS
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Key take-aways
In this part you will learn how to:
• Distinguish between example projects on keil.arm.com.
• Rapidly connect to the cloud.

• Check MQTT messages in the serial window and on the cloud server.
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Hardware setup
• Connect your board with an Ethernet cable to your router:
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Reference Code Examples for IoT on Cortex-M

Secure Network
Interface

Cloud
Connector

User Application

Simplified view to the software building blocks for IoT endpoints
•

Device/Board HAL: abstraction of processor and
peripherals with hardware specific configuration

•

RTOS: thread and resource management

•

Secure Network Interface: encrypted internet
connection using different interfaces (Ethernet, WiFi, …)

•

Cloud Connector: protocol interface to cloud provider;
here, we are using CMSIS-Packs provided by AWS

•

User Application: custom functionality of endpoints

RTOS
Device/Board HAL
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With the AWS
MQTT Demo
(FreeRTOS) project,
click
Create project
to import it into Keil
Studio
38
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Choose an
appropriate project
name or accept the
prepopulated one
and click
Add Project
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Build the ready-to-run example
• For this pre-built example, you’ll need:
•

Your AWS credentials as described here:
https://github.com/MDK-Packs/Documentation/tree/master/AWS_Thing

• Open the files:
•

./amazon-freertos/demos/include/aws_clientcredential_keys.h and enter:
– keyCLIENT_CERTIFICATE_PEM
– keyCLIENT_PRIVATE_KEY_PEM

•

./amazon-freertos/demos/include/aws_clientcredential.h and enter:
– clientcredentialMQTT_BROKER_ENDPOINT
– clientcredentialIOT_THING_NAME

• Build, download, and start a debug session
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Make sure that the new
console experience is
41
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disabled!

Go to
console.aws.amazon.com/iotv2/
Open Test – MQTT Test Client
Subscribe to any topic by entering #
and press

Run the program
Make sure that the
baud rate of the
serial window
(EVKBIMXRT1050_MDK)
is set to 115200
Observe the UART
42
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output

Observe incoming
messages in the
MQTT test client
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Next steps
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Learn more at DevSummit
T E C H TA L K W I T H Q & A

CI/CD and MLOps Workflow for IoT endpoint development
Reinhard Keil, Arm
On-demand
TECH TALK

WORKSHOP

Transforming the IoT and Microcontroller Software
Development Journey

IoT DevOps made simple and scalable in the cloud

Jason Andrews, Arm

Sam Taylor, Arm
On-demand
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Thu, 9.15 PST, 21 Oct

Stay Connected
Keil Studio
updates

Discord

Arm Forum

keil.arm.com

discord.gg/ArmSoftwareDev

bit.ly/3igNlI0

Take our survey » www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/Keil_Studio
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Contact the presenter

NAME

Christopher Seidl
Senior Product Manager, DSG
EMAIL

christopher.seidl@arm.com
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The Arm trademarks featured in this
presentation are registered trademarks or
trademarks of Arm Limited (or its subsidiaries)
in the US and/or elsewhere. All rights
reserved. All other marks featured may be
trademarks of their respective owners.
www.arm.com/company/policies/trademarks
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